
Dear children and parents of Oak Class           

 

Hello.  Well done to all of you at home who have been on the twice daily meetings and well 

done to those of you who regularly complete the quiz!  Next week’s guideline timetable is up 

on Google Classroom with some PE links in the Afternoon Activities. 

  

The outline timetable for next week has been uploaded to Google Classroom.  It has not got any 

significant changes but we hope you find it useful as a guide. 

 

Maths:  Year 5 and Year 6 are coping well with the work.  Some children thought they had done it 

before – we can assure you it is not a repeat it is more of a recap (which is why it may look similar).  

Don’t forget you can still use Times Tables Rockstars – knowledge of times tables is hugely 

important! 

 

 English:  How To Train Your Dragon has included some useful lessons on spelling rules, suffixes 

and prefixes.   We know that the spelling sheet has proved challenging so we have uploaded it 

slightly differently, which may help.  We have also put a suggestion on how to complete the sheet if 

you cannot print the actual sheet out.  We will be asking the children to complete some unassisted 

writing in the near future – details to follow.  Remember:  Lexia is available to a lot of the children in 

the class and we would strongly encourage you to make use of it.  We have printed off an overview 

of usage and it is rather low!! 

 

Learning on The Shang Dynasty and 

Biomes is continuing.  The Biomes have 

linked really well with the PSHE learning 

on our wonderful world.  

 

 

Something to think about when you wonder about Maths – think about its history and uses! 

What is the point of Numbers and Counting? 

How to track time.  The history of counting goes all the way back to the early humans in Africa, as 

far back as at least 35,000 years.  Historians think that our ancestors used straight lines to record the 

different phases of the Moon and count the number of days passing.  This was crucial for their 

survival as hunter-gatherers – they could now track the movements of herds of animals over time, 

and could even start to predict when certain fruits and berries would become ripe and ready to eat. 

1.  Early humans noticed that the Moon’s shape in the sky went through a cycle of changes. 

2. They realised that if they kept count of these changes, they could predict when they would 

happen again. 

3. Early humans did this by keeping a tally – simple system of lines 

to record numbers and quantities.  By adding new lines, or tally 

marks, each time they saw the Moon’s shape shrink and grow, 

they had created the world’s first type of calendar. 

 

There are still some lessons in Maths which require children to 

understand the system of keeping a tally – it is still a relevant method 

after tens of thousands of years. 

 

Remember, tell us if anything is bothering you. 

 

Oak Teaching Team 


